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2. Introduction

Tectonics of Majju is part of the second phase of the Vernacular Furniture of 
North-West India project. A majju is a form of vernacular cabinet or chest found 
in Gujarat and Rajasthan. They are and were used for storing valuables such as 
money, fine clothes, jewellery and important documents. This short research is part 
of an international collaborative research project between the Design Innovation 
and Craft Resource Centre (DICRC), CEPT University, Ahmedabad, India, and the 
South Asian Decorative Arts and Craft Collection (SADACC) Trust, Norwich, UK. 
Initiated in December 2015, the project aims at identifying, mapping, documenting 
and studying vernacular furniture that has traditionally been, and continues to 
be an inherent part of an Indian household. North-West India covers the states of 
Gujarat, Rajasthan, Punjab and Haryana. The research is being executed in three 
stages - Phase I: Gujarat, Phase II: Rajasthan, and Phase III: Punjab and Haryana. 
During Phase I: Gujarat, a methodology was developed for recording and classifying 
vernacular furniture. It has resulted in a publication: (i) Sahaj: Vernacular furniture 
of Gujarat, and forthcoming (ii) Vernacular Furniture of Gujarat: Catalogue. Sahaj 
is a research publication co-authored by Mitraja Bais, Jay Thakkar, Samrudha Dixit 
(me) and Ben Cartwright. This was refined during Phase II: Rajasthan, which is now 
in the research writing stage. Using the methods and the research outputs of the 
first two phases, field work for Phase III is currently being conducted in Punjab.

2.1 Vernacular Furniture of North-West India
Vernacular furniture is predominantly domestic furniture used in the day-to-
day life of people in a region or community. It is handmade by local craftspeople 
using indigenous tools and materials. In India, the vernacular values changes 
every few hundred kilometres owing to socio-cultural diversity. In tangible forms, 
this diversity is best observed in local architecture, interior architecture and 
material culture across the nation. Collectively, these elements create a unique 
cultural identity for a community or a region. As tools for activities of daily life, 
vernacular furniture can be complex and require special craft skills. They are often 
constructed to fulfil practical or ceremonial roles, by the people involved in the 
activities and for their community who follow these activities. Since, utility is the 
most important factor for furniture to find its place in people’s lives, the project 
classifies the furniture by usage - Aasan: seat; Manch: bed; Manjush: storage; Sapaat: 
surface; and Vastu: objects.

Aasan is derived from the Sanskrit aasana. It signifies body-posture as well as 
a seat. The term asana is ambiguous in nature and encompasses anything from 
a straw mat to a king’s throne. Hence all types of seating furniture have been 
classified under this category.

Manch, among various other implications, signifies a bed. Vernacular beds are 
essentially charpoys. They comprise of a wooden framework, elevated with the 
help of four supports. The surface of a charpoy is a tensile web, woven between the 
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frame with either coir ropes or cotton straps. An infant’s cradle is also included in 
this category.

A storage container for valuables is known as a manjush in Gujarat and Rajasthan. 
Manjush is derived from the Sanskrit term ‘manjusha’. Manjush is commonly known 
as maju or majju in different parts of Gujarat owing to the change in vernacular 
dialect from region to region. The Gujarati dictionary defines manjush as a ‘joyful’ 
storage space. The examples under this category are as striking as their contents are 
or might have been.

Sapaat literally means ‘flat’ in Gujarat and Rajasthan. The term is used to denote a 
surface to write on or place objects upon.

An object is known as vastu, in Gujarat and Rajasthan. The term is not to be 
confused with vaastu, which signifies a house, or the land to build a house on. 
Everyday objects such as caskets, hooks, lamps, shrines, hand mills, etc., that have 
been an integral component of domestic lifestyles in Gujarat and Rajasthan, are 
featured under this category.

2.2. Role of drawings in the project
The Vernacular Furniture of North-West India project uses three main mediums to 
represent the findings of the research - text, photographs and drawings. The text 
and photographs provide an insight into anthropological aspects such as location, 
community, landscape and the social roles of the vernacular furniture pieces in 
their everyday or ceremonial contexts. Drawings on the other hand act as a tool to 
understand the structural complexity of vernacular furniture. Over 2000 furniture 
were mapped during the first two phases of the project. Out of which technical 
drawings for 62 furniture (20 from Gujarat and 42 from Rajasthan) have been made. 
In the previous phase drawings contributed to the research publication and gave in-
depth details of how the furniture were made, the hidden details and the nuances of 
the craftsperson ship. The process of making drawings raises enquiries on how the 
furniture was put together, what were the techniques and technology available to 
the makers. 

2.3. Aim of the short research
The aim of the research was to understand the tectonics and craftsmanship of 
majju from Gujarat and Rajasthan at SADACC through detailed digital 3D modelling 
and analogical research. This would be done by first identifying the majju at 
SADACC studying the details and generating measure drawings. It would be further 
explained in the methodology section. With this information a comparative study 
was conducted of the features of majju from SADACC and ones found on field. 
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3. Vernacular furniture: an insight through drawings

3.1. Significance of technical drawings
Each item of vernacular furniture encountered on-field has unique features, 
style and even at times deformity, owing to a bespoke approach employed by the 
craftsperson in response to materials and equipment available in the region. The 
process of making drawings is a form of inquiry into the technical construction of 
the furniture. Most technical details are not visible when the furniture is in use, 
or when interaction with the furniture is limited. In most cases, a response to this 
mode of inquiry also leads to the discovery of hidden features of furniture pieces. 
A good case example would be discovery of chor khana (secret compartments) in a 
majju during measure drawing.

Many of the craftspeople and communities who made vernacular furniture have 
seized their practice owing to change in lifestyles and economic costs of making a 
such furniture. The technical drawings provide vital evidence of techniques used 
by the craftspeople. They can support accurate conservation of damaged furniture. 
The drawings also capture the styles, forms and aesthetics of a region. This can act 
as an essential resource needed to keep the vernacular aesthetic in present day 
practices of furniture design.

3.2. Methodology of making the technical drawings
As mentioned earlier making a technical drawing is closest one can get to making 
an actual majju. Deciphering the furniture as an end product replicates many 
processes of the crafts-person’s ingenuity. The process of making technical 
drawings can be broken in five steps:

1. Visual documentation: A visual assessment is made of the context, form, size, 
material, construction techniques that are recorded as part of the field notes. 
The initial step involves photo documentation; one set includes overall views 
and elevation shots. The second set is of the carvings, motifs and details that 
require a flatshot with least perspective distortion in the photograph. (See, 1.1 
&1.2).

2. Measure drawing: Measure drawing of the furniture takes place during the field 
visits and involves preparation of field drawings of the furniture. Plans and 
cross sections are drawn up and measurements are recorded on these drawings. 
These drawings enable all crucial details and measurements to be recorded in 
lieu of the limited time available in field conditions. (See 2.1 & 2.2).

3. Digital modelling: The field drawings are then translated into a 3D digital model 
using a software called Rhinoceros (Rhino). The software uses a mathematical 
(NURBS - Non-uniform rational basis spline) base to generate a digital model 
in coordinate (length, breadth and height) system. This feature aids to make 
accurate details, curves and shapes as per measured on field. This model also 
facilitates isometric and exploded views of the furniture. (See 3).
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1.1 1.2

2.1

3

2.2

1.1 & 1.2 Visual documentation 
of Jhula, Swing, Chota Doongra, 
Banswara.
2.1 & 2.2 Hand drawings made to 
document the measurements of the 
Jhula. 
3. Screen shot of the 3 dimensional 
digital model of the jhula made on 
Rhino.
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4. Drafting: The 3D models are exported into 2D drawings and thereafter detailed 
using the software, Auto-cad. The solid based 3D model is simplified into line 
drawings. It is at this stage that the technical representation of the furniture in 
the form of plan, section, elevation, isometric view and exploded view is drawn. 
These drawings are verified by experts on furniture details and scholars to 
ensure the most correct details is presented. (See below).

Screen shot of the drawing being worked on to represent in 2D medium (e.g. prints). Software used AutoCAD.
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5. Dissemination: The drawings are composed together and can be used for 
dissemination in various forms; exhibitions, books, portfolios for reference of 
students, designers and scholars. (See below).

Sample print ready plates made with all the views of the technical drawing. The views are designed to ensure ease of 
understanding of the making of the furniture (see exploded isometric view).
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4. Majju

4.1. What is a majju
A majju is a form of vernacular cabinet or chest used for storing valuables such as 
money, fine clothes, jewellery and important documents. These vernacular storage 
cabinets are predominantly found in the North-West region of India, including parts 
of Gujarat and Rajasthan. An up close tectonic (to do with assembly, construction, 
ornamentation and material use to make the furniture) study to visualise the skills 
and techniques the craftspeople used as well as uncover secret compartments of 
the majju.

Focusing on the region of Rajasthan, nine majju were found during the field visits 
in their vernacular context. Another two were mapped in warehouses in Jodhpur, 
these majju were on sale and not much information was available about their 
whereabouts. At SADACC five majju were identified to be from Rajasthan. This was 
done by studying their physical features with the reference of ones found on field 
and information from SADACC’s records on their procurement details. An analysis 
was carried out of all the majju based on a range of parameters as indicated in the 
table on pg.18. To do so the furniture parts were classified. 

4.2 Structure of a majju
A typical majju of Rajasthan is a chest or cabinet constructed between four vertical 
supports. They may or may not have finials on top and wheels at their base. The 
facade has top and bottom rails which is fixed to the vertical supports. These rails 
are often decorative in few styles, to name a few; floral, geometric etc. In between 
the top and bottom rails there are panels and openings (doors). The doors and 
handles are also of certain style. The internal structure of the majju can drastically 
vary. This depends on the number and style of secret compartments each majju 
has. The maximum number of secret compartments found in a majju is 15. A majju 
is an heirloom furniture to safeguard valuables. Ones found on field or often in 
use. Studying them has limitation of access and information. The mechanism to 
access the majju are known only to two people the Suthar (carpenter) who was 
commissioned to craft it or is the heir of the carpenter who crafted it and the 
current owner of the majju. The study of majju at SADACC enabled the research to 
study an empty and well-kept furniture for every detail. Studying the carvings on 
two majju, two inscribed dates were found. They were in the Indian calendar called 
Vikram Samvat (VS). IN 241 had Sa 2019 Ramji Ga Va carved on it. Converting 2019 
VS to Gregorian calendar it was found to be in 1963 CE. Similarly, IN107 had Samvat 
2010 carved which can be converted to 1954 CE. The furniture studied for the short 
research are showcased in the adjacent page followed by the analysis in tabular 
format. 

The inferences from this study lead to dividing the majju from Rajasthan in two 
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RDu_Dug_Res_19 
Majju mapped at Dungarpur (on-field). 
A majju passed down for two 
generations. It has a sliding shutter on 
the left. The owner claimed he has never 
opened the majju and is presently kept in 
the kitchen as a table.

RDu_Dug_Res_21
Majju mapped at Dungarpur (on-field).
A majju kept in the basement of a 
Suthar’s (carpenter’s) house. The majju 
was made by the carpenter’s grandfather. 
His late father had painted the majju in 
the colour scheme during diwali.

RDu_Dug_Res_22
Majju mapped at Dungarpur (on-field).
A majju still being used. The head 
of the family showed two sequential 
compartments. The majju is kept in the 
sleeping area and the decorations are 
believed to be symbol of prosperity.
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RDu_Dug_Col_2
Majju mapped at Dungarpur (on-field).
A majju with figurines on facade 
members at the Dungarpur Palace 
Hotel: Hotel Udai Bilas. The majju has 
been re-purposed as a console table in 
the dinning area. One can still find the 
traces of shutter door and its locking 
mechanism.

RDu_Gow_Res_25
Majju mapped at Gowari, Sagwara 
Dungarpur (on-field).
The only majju where the main door 
had cast iron hinges. Pair of chains are 
used to lock the door of the cabinet. The 
vertical lines on the bottom rail show 
that there is a secret compartment there. 

RDu_Gow_Res_26
Majju mapped at Gowari, Sagwara 
Dungarpur (on-field).
The top surface of the majju is often used 
to store mattresses, rugs and winter 
clothes. 
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RDu_Gow_Res_27
Majju mapped at Gowari, Sagwara 
Dungarpur (on-field).
A newly painted majju. The paint scheme 
matches with other furniture and 
window/door frames of the traditional 
mud house.

RDu_Gow_Res_28
Majju mapped at Gowari, Sagwara 
Dungarpur (on-field). 
The first majju (in use) which was 
documented to see how it was being 
used. The owner could show us only four 
secret compartments. Access was denied 
to the rest of the compartments. 

RDu_Gow_Res_29
Majju mapped at Gowari, Sagwara 
Dungarpur (on-field).
A majju kept outside a house which 
was being renovated. One of the few 
examples which did not have any secret 
compartments. The machined fretwork 
and metal fixture suggest that it could be 
only few decades old.
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IN 07
Majju mapped at SADACC.
A majju with sliding door on the left side. 
It had figurine on the vertical members 
of the facade which are speculated to be 
from the Banswara region of Rajasthan. 
The opening on the right has internal 
wedge used to lock it.

IN 241
Majju mapped at SADACC.
This majju is the only one which has 
both finials and horse-heads on the 
vertical supports.

IN 081
Majju mapped at SADACC.
The majju is one of the two biggest majju 
encountered on/off field. The internal 
compartments are quite unique and a 
tectonic study is done in the later pages 
of this research. 

Photo credit: SADACC

Photo credit: SADACC

Photo credit: SADACC
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IN 231
Majju mapped at SADACC.
A majju with two figurine on the 
vertical members. It has no secret 
compartments and is the smallest majju 
to be mapped.

IN 107
Majju mapped at SADACC.
The largest majju mapped on/off field. 
Unlike the other majju the secret 
compartment on the bottom rail has 
metal fixture in ring shape to easily to 
handle it.

RJo_Jod_Col_1_Fur_Cab_12 and 13
Jodhpur
Two majju found at a antique warehouse in Jodhpur. Not much is know if these 
furniture pieces. The one on left seems to have a unique asymmetrical structure.

Photo credit: SADACC
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4.3. Analysis of majju

Majju mapped 
on field

Majju mapped at 
SADACC

Majju mapped at 
warehouses
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variations; Majju with finials and Majju with horse-heads. This division has aided 
the categorisation of Majju in the second phase of the larger research project 
Vernacular Furniture of Rajasthan. An in-depth study has been initiated using these 
differences. Some observations based on the analysis are:
• The sliding panels majju have hand scraped or hand hewed wooden planks.
• All the majju with figurines have horse heads and legs on four corners.
• Out of four majju with figurines three do not have bottom rail compartment, top 

feature and peripheral rails.
• Out of six majju with arches, four have leaves, one figurine and one simple 

vertical member.
• Majju with figurines do not have arched panels, hinges (had wooden pivots), 

handles (had rings or chains), 
• Out of 16, two majju have geometric carving on the top rail. Others have floral 

pattern and flowers.
• Out of 16, three majju have floral pattern on the bottom rail.

4.4. Documenting majju of SADACC (IN 81)
After the primary analytical study, all the majju were documented visually. One 
majju was selected for marking detailed technical drawing (IN 81). It was selected 
because similar furniture has been found on field but none of them matched the 
scale or intricacies in the joinery and details of the furniture. We can speculate the 
origin of the furniture to be from the Vagad region of Rajasthan. It comprises of two 
districts; Dungarpur and Banswara where such furniture has been mapped. 
This majju is one of the biggest majju mapped so far, the schematic dimensions are 
follows: length x breath x height - 1.4 x 0.7 x 1.2 m (meter). During the dimensioning 
various details and hidden compartments were observed which were known 
to SADACC. The detail of pivoted doors and joinery of internal shelf were new 
observations. Although the secret few compartments were open, the locking 
mechanism using wedges were newly discovered. 
The majju had more to offer than this. After the schematic dimensions, it was 

Facing page
1. A front view of the Majju (IN 81)

2.1. An internal view from top showing 
the closed (2.2 open) position of a set of 

secret compartments. 
3.1. Detail of the central lid with its 

locking feature. 
3.2. Detail of the square lid with the 

locking wedge in place
4.1.-4.2.-4.3. The sequence of accessing a 

small secret compartment on the vertical 
supports from inside.
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1

2.1 3.1

4.1 4.2 4.3

3.2

2.2
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found that the internal and external dimension of the secret compartment had 
a remarkable difference. Joinery details were searched from outside to see any 
traces of secret compartments. Eventually the camera was lowered in the secret 
compartment below the perceived internal base of the majju. To everyone’s surprise 
six secret compartments were discovered. The used similar mechanism as once 
on top. These compartments were of just the size for ours hands to access them. 
Scanning the external surfaces, no joinery traces for found. A detailed visual and 
measurement was done for these compartments to speculate how they were being 
put together. 

Some observations and reflections from the preliminary study:
• The majju was oil painted when it was acquired. The paint was then stripped of 

using sand blasting.
• The panels on its façade are unique, it follows a grid format with floral carvings.
• The majju has both floral and geometric tessellation carving on its front façade. 
• The layout of its secret compartments. Majju from the Vagad region usually have 

a compartment on the bottom rail opening from outside. This has an opening 
within the main cabinet.

• It also has a hidden box like compartment in its main vertical support.
• In all the majju has 16 compartments and a shelf within. Of which 14 are secret 

compartments. 
• Common to other majju the secret compartments are sequential. 
• Studying the majju also raises some unanswered questions regarding its use and 

make.
• Metal fixtures like nails, hinges and even screws are common throughout the 

majju but the joinery and some details have been done in traditional methods 
(e.g. wooden pivot). The reason to choose them may seem random but surely a 
pattern will emerge during making of the digital model.

Hand drawings 
documenting the 
measurement of 
the majju (IN 81)
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A view of the inside of the majju. 
There is a shelf on top and the secret 
compartment on the vertical support on 
left can be barely seen with ample light. 
The metal fixture on the bottom of the 
photo locks a compartment beneath the 
base. As shown below.

A photo with the door open to access 
the compartment beneath the base. This 
compartment is behind the bottom rail 
of the front facade. 

A photo taken by lowering the camera 
and lights of the secret compartments 
beneath the base. 
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Digital model
Using the visual documentation and measure drawing the digital model was 
initiated. Rhino (Rhinoceros) software was used to make the model. The following 
are the steps to make the model:

1. Converting the measurement in digital file. It is important to note that the 
furniture is made by hand skills and craftpersonship. Each furniture is bespoke, 
depending on the material, tool and time available to the craftsperson. Although 
the precision of joinery is accurate it is organic, unlike machined parts. Another 
variable is that the furniture is used and worn. The joinery and parts tend to get 
loose, some mechanism break or would be repaired during its use. To account 
for the variables many measurements need to be cross-checked to ensure the 
most accurate to real furniture.

2. Once the measurements are rectified the three-dimensional solids are made. It 
is important to refer to photos over and over to ensure the correct techniques 
are used any inaccuracy get extrapolated when the furniture is assembled 
together.  
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3. Details which are organic such are carving, finial profiles, etc. are traced from 
photos. As the furniture is to be represented on paper in the later stages brings 
in limitation of the amount of intricacies of craving which can be drawn. Over 
detailed craving when printed smudges all the line losing all the details.  

4. The final step is ensuring that all the members of the model fit together in the 
actual furniture. Details are cross-check again for any missed-out nuances like 
nails, screws and other fixture. 
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5. After the model is done it is important to make sure that the furniture is laid out 
on a paper for the best understanding of viewers.

Series of screen-
shots of the digital 
model of the majju 
in Rhino. From 
1 to 6, structural 
members are 
added to see the 
tectonics of the 
majju.

1
4

2
5

3
6
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A screen-shot 
of the digital 
model of the 
majju in Rhino. 
The members 
and panels at the 
back are hidden 
to visualise how 
the internal secret 
compartments are 
laid out. 

A screen-shot 
of the finished 
digital model 
of the majju in 
Rhino. The front 
door is opened in 
the model.
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The short research project at SADACC within the bounds of the second phase of the 
Vernacular Furniture of North West India project (VFNWI), focusing on Rajasthan. 
This project has aided to achieve following:

Develop analogical study as a tool to view furniture types objectively based on their 
physical features. The two variation of majju in Rajasthan with finials and horse-
heads was developed with this study. It also allowed us to probe into furniture 
making using its features and see if there have been any styles or school of making 
which would have existed. For example furniture from a region of Dungarpur has 
floral patterns where are some speculated from Banswara has geometric. 

The making of three-dimensional models as a tool to ensure correct craft methods 
are represented. Majju is one of the most complex vernacular furniture mapped 
during the VFNWI project so far. Being able to access the details and discover the 
ingenuity of craftsperson to incorporate fourteen secret compartments helped us 
understand how complex majju mapped on-field can be. 

The project have been a learning experience for the museum collectors to view 
furniture for its mastery of making as well as visualise them using the modern tools 
for documenting them.

5. Conclusion
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